6 Campus Safety Results That Impact Everyone

@The Student Voice Committee

1. Student Safety is an ever present concern. We took to the campus and asked students how they felt.
   - Who was surveyed?:
     - BCDE 17
     - CHASS 79
     - CNAS 44
     - SoSA 2

   These results indicate that students do not utilize safety resources. Initiatives on safety resources should focus on maximizing usage rather than introducing more.

2. Are there enough safety resources at UCR?
   - 69% of Students feel we have enough resources on campus.

3. "Work Hours" (8am to 6pm) are the most productive time on campus. Students will not be able to perform their best if they do not feel safe.
   - Between what times do you feel safest at UCR if ever?
     - Only 47% of Students feel safest during "Work Hours."

4. Incidents impact a small number of students, but the fear is clearly present amongst the student body.
   - Have you or anyone you know been approached by someone suspicious?
     - 70% of Students said they have never been approached by anyone suspicious.

5. Students are aware of the escort service but have repeatedly noted the long wait times for safety escorts. These inefficiencies discourage students from using the resource at all.
   - How often do you utilize the campus escort or UCPD?
     - 89% of Students said they have never utilized the campus escort of UCPD.

6. Campus Safety is an issue that concerns us all. In order to improve campus safety, we must maximize the usage of currently available resources. This will reduce cost. The addition of more safety resources was found to be unnecessary by our study.